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Hello

and welcome to HYBRID’s second issue! We
are several weeks into 2014 now, and that means
we are several weeks into a very special season here
in T&T...Racing Season! That’s right, with the start of
each New Year comes a multitude of racing events:
marathons, 10k’s, triathlons, adventure races, etc. In
fact, as this issue of HYRBID was being put together,
yours truly participated in the TTUTA 10k on January
18th, and the TTIM Half Marathon a week later on
the 26th. So with this wonderful season in mind we
have included a 12-week training plan for beginners
hoping to run their first 5k this year.
Of course, there’s another season that’s also
upon us, and some would argue it’s actually
more important than racing season. That season
is, of course, Carnival. We have not forsaken you,
Carnival babies. Also in this issue you will find tips
on which drinks to avoid in a fete or a lime so as to
not do too much damage to your physique for
or the rest of the year.

Carnival,

This latest issue also brings with it a new addition
to the HYBRID team! Troy Hadeed, of One Yoga, will,
from this issue, have a regular Wellness segment
called The Lion’s Den. But don’t let the name scare
you. This segment is all about holistic health and
well-being, and not about intensely brutal workouts
which one might associate with such a fierce name.
There are, of course, many other wonderfully
informative articles contained within these pages. So
welcome once again to HYBRID, Issue #2, read on and

Enjoy

Stay strong,
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Setting Your Weight Management Goals

Dr. Temi Bewaji

Approximately 50%
of Trinbagonians are
overweight or obese
Goal setting
involves establishing
Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Realistic
and Time-targeted
(S.M.A.R.T ) goals.

Being overweight or obese is
associated with an increased
risk for the development
of a multitude of diseases,
including cancer, diabetes,
heart disease, and more.
With approximately 50%
of
Trinbagonians
being
overweight or obese, this
represents a significant local
public health problem. Despite

W

hen it comes to weight loss, a little goes a
long way. Lifestyle changes that include
healthier diets, regular physical activity, and
weight loss of 7%-10% have been found to have
significant health benefits that can be more effective
than medications. Still, such a small loss may not
seem like much if you’re trying to get ready for the
carnival season. One must recognize, however, that
one of the greatest obstacles to successful weightloss maintenance is having an unrealistic goal when
trying to lose weight. The aim of this article is to
introduce you to some of the tools necessary to set
realistic targets so you may realize the long-term
benefits of a healthy weight.

Goal Setting
Goal setting involves establishing Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-targeted
(S.M.A.R.T ) goals. Goal setting theory was developed
by Edwin A. Locke in the 1960s. His first article on
goal setting, “Toward a Theory of Task Motivation
and Incentives” was published in 1968. This article
laid the foundation for goal setting theory and
established the positive relationship between clearly
identified goals and performance.
There are three main steps to goal setting:
• First you identify large goals you want to achieve.
• Next, create a one-year plan, six-month plan, and
a one-month plan of progressively smaller goals
that you should reach to achieve your lifetime
goals. Each of these should be based on the
previous plan.
• Finally, once you have your plan, you start working
on it to achieve these goals.
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this being such a massive
public health issue, the onus
rests on the individual for
personal weight management.
With this in mind, one must
congratulate the reader of
this article for their interest in
health and fitness.

Tips for your plan
• State each goal as a positive statement: “Do this
well” is a much better goal than “Don’t make this
stupid mistake.”
• Be precise: Set precise goals with precise
timelines. This way you will know exactly when
you have achieved the goal, and can take complete
satisfaction from having achieved it.
• Set priorities: Prioritizing your goals helps you to
avoid feeling overwhelmed by having too many
goals, and helps you focus on the most important
ones.
• Write goals down: This makes them more tangible
and forces you to look at them.
• Keep small goals small: Small incremental goals
give more opportunities for completion and
reward.

The first step in setting weight management goals
is to set measurable targets. A reasonable target is
to aim for 7-10% weight loss over 6 months with
the goal of losing 1-2lbs per week. The concept of
“best weight” versus “ideal weight” is particularly
poignant. The recommended target for weight loss
is an individual’s best weight, that is the weight at
which the efforts to achieve and maintain that weight
do not significantly adversely impact quality of life.
You should not be exercising so much or eating so
healthy that you hate your life. The goal here is to
consistently adjust your “normal” in small increments
so that you arrive at a sustainable lifestyle.
In setting a target it is advisable to have three goal
weights in mind. One is the perfect weight, which
is the weight that person would very much like to
achieve, even if they understand that it is unrealistic
at this point in life. The second is the desired
weight, which the person thinks that they should,
and probably could, achieve within the time-frame.
Finally there is the tolerable weight, which is the
minimum weight loss which the person feels they
could accept. This gives you a range with which to
work.
One must then introspectively examine several
aspects of the desired weight:
1. The origin of the desired weight,
2. Other weight goals in the past,
3. The achievability of the desired weight,
4. The personal importance attached to the weight,
5. Consequences of reaching or not reaching the
desired weight.

beach or Carnival body, may be more appealing to
you. An understanding and appreciation of both sets
of goals is essential to a rewarding and successful
weight management effort.
Another important factor in deciding which goals to
set is the level of environmental barriers that will
be opposed to the changes necessary for weight
management and maintenance. Health promotion
strategies aimed at preventing weight gain should
take into account the specific perceived barriers
faced when attempting to increase physical activity
and healthy eating, particularly: lack of motivation,
lack of time, and cost. As indicated above, your goals
must be realistic and achievable.

Weight Maintenance
Weight maintenance is one of the most difficult
aspects of weight management, and often requires
the help of a skilled professional. There are many
hidden pitfalls that can frustrate even the best and
most disciplined efforts. In considering weight
maintenance it is particularly important to avoid yoyo weight loss, which connotes rapid loss and gain
of weight. Research shows that each time a person
regains weight they gain more than they originally
lost. This results in cumulative weight gain. It is
therefore important to use all the help available
so as to avoid or limit the frustrations of a poorly
maintained weight.
Finally, you should understand that weight
management is a lifelong skill to be learned. You must
learn to consistently make choices which contribute
towards your lifestyle and weight loss goals. The
skills and discipline achieved in this endeavour will
be particularly useful in other aspects of life.

Next, a very important distinction needs to be made
between primary goals and secondary goals. Primary
goals are those which can contribute to health but
are not necessarily dependent on weight loss. These
would include eating more vegetables and exercising
more.
These have health benefits completely
independent of weight loss. On the other hand,
secondary goals are those which are dependent on
weight loss. These goals, which include getting that

• Set performance goals, not outcome goals: Basing
your goals on personal performance allows you to
keep control over the achievement of your goals,
and draw satisfaction from them.
• Set realistic goals: As discussed earlier, it’s
important to set goals that you can achieve. In this
way you can avoid the frustration of not achieving
goals that were unrealistic to begin with.
• Plan your rewards: It is important to plan rewards
for achieving goals because the anticipation can
encourage you to move towards those goals.
• Adjust your goals: If you achieved the goal too
easily, make your next goal harder. If the goal took
a dispiriting length of time to achieve, make the
next goal a little easier. If you learned something
that would lead you to change other goals, do
so. If you noticed a deficit in your skills despite
achieving the goal, decide whether to set goals to
fix this.
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Nadia Goodman, BA, DipED

Wolverine Taekwon-Do

Apple Muffins

Getting your child involved in martial arts
is an excellent way to encourage them to
exercise as well as to instil discipline. In
this issue, Hybrid features Paul Waithe
of Wolverine Taekwon-Do. He is a
second-degree black belt and the current
President of the Trinidad and Tobago
Taekwon-Do
Federation.
Wolverine
Taekwon-Do has three branches: Fitts
Street, Montrose Chaguanas, Montano
Street, Vistabella, San Fernando, and GN
Shopping Mall, Penal Main Road.

If your child is anything like mine, a lot
of mamaguy and trickery has to go into
getting them to eat healthy snacks. I
love this recipe, using natural yogurt and
grated apples and dates. Stick it in a lunch
kit or even serve it at a children’s party!
Kids enjoy Wolverine Taekwon-Do

He explained his philosophy and teaching
practices in a few words:
“A martial art originating in Korea,
Taekwon-Do is a way of life. It is a form
of unarmed combat designed for the
purpose of self-defence and that of your
loved ones. At Wolverine Taekwon-Do the
kids and other students develop a strong
sense of justice, fortitude, humility and
resolve. These qualities are instilled while
having fun! More importantly they develop
self-confidence and self-worth which are
important in combating bullying and other
similar issues. Physical defence is the last
resort. What is taught first is that confidence,
conflict resolution, and bravery are the true
weapons. Taekwon-Do is for everybody.
We have kids with A.D.D, A.D.H.D. Autism,
Asthma, Heart Problems etc.”
Remember, an early start on the road
to health and wellness means that
your children have a greater chance of
adopting it as a lifestyle!

Ingredients:
Paul Waithe (II Dan)
President/Instructor Trinidad and Tobago
Taekwon-Do Federation, Owner/Instructor
Wolverine Taekwon-Do(still being registered).

Chaguanas: Kids every Saturday 1:30pm
- 2:30pm, teens and adults Wednesdays
and Fridays 7:00pm – 8:00pm.
Penal: Kids Tuesdays and Thursdays
4:00pm - 5:00pm, teens
and adults 5:15pm 6:15pm.
San Fernando: Saturdays
9:30am - 10:30am.
Call Paul at 725-0912

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 cups self-rising flour
1 tsp cinnamon
½ cup caster sugar
1/3 cup (80ml) olive or vegetable oil
1 cup low-fat plain yoghurt
2 eggs
1 red apple, grated
½ cup pecans, chopped (or walnuts or
almonds)
• ½ cup dates pureed with hot water to
make a paste

Method:
Preheat oven to 180°C and place paper
cases in muffin tray (12 large or 18
cupcake sized).
Sift flour and cinnamon into large mixing
bowl. Add caster sugar.
In a glass jug, measure out oil and yoghurt
and add eggs. Whisk to combine.
Pour liquid into dry ingredients and mix
until just combined.
Stir in apple, pecans, and dates.
Spoon mixture into paper cases.
Bake for 20-25 minutes until a skewer
inserted into the muffin comes out clean.

taken from www.kidspot.com.au
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that you can fulfill your fullest potential? You must
begin to create a relationship with yourself and
understand how all these things react to each other
and interact to impact your daily experiences.

Troy Hadeed

The Lion’s Den?
Is this some kind of Zoo or wildlife
segment? Only if you are a sheep!

O

Most of the time when we refer to health and wellness we
think of issues like nutrition,
body weight, muscle tone,
and that false representation
of ‘fitness’ that we call a sixpack. This is as accurate as
valuing a vehicle on the size
of its rims and the shade of
its tint. So in the Lion’s Den

n top of all of that, this issue we are going to
merge it with the Carnival season. First off let’s
be real: Carnival, for the majority of us, represents
parties, alcohol, half-naked bodies, Soca, and two
days of outright ‘freeness’ to get on ‘BADDD’. You are
probably also expecting me to say that Carnival is
scandalous, Soca music is empty, and that it is not a
very wholesome or holistic cultural event. What if I said
that Carnival could be a time for meditation and selfreflection, while being in the center of it all?

we hope to bring to you other
aspects of health and wellness
from a more holistic angle including: mindfulness, breath
awareness, and even spiritual
reflections. We will be inviting
you not just to consider your
body, but your BEING; that is
your mind, your body, and your
spirit.

Let’s first ask, what exactly is the point of meditation
and what are we trying to achieve? While there can
be many views on this with varying answers I’ll sum
it up thusly: “The goal of meditation is the process of
creating a relationship to your mind, body, and breath
so that an individual can create a level of stillness
and clarity in order to harness the true potential of
their BEING.” I know, it sounds like new-age mumbo
jumbo. However, when you break it down it is pretty
straight-forward.

The only way you can use
The thought of meditation
The goal of meditation is the
usually brings a feeling of process of creating a relationship anything to its fullest potential
is if you understand it first,
hesitation and discomfort
to your mind, body...
what it is capable of, how it
along with the image of an
operates, and what helps it
old Indian man in underwear
sitting cross-legged, his body decorated with beads function most efficiently. Think of yourself the same
and paint, while he chants the sacred syllable way. You are made up of a few major aspects: your
‘OMMMM.’ If you have ever tried to meditate you physical body, your breath, your mind, and your spirit.
may have had the experience of frustration as your These things are all intertwined and affect each other
mind ran chaotically through the highs and lows far more than we imagine.
of your life and every possible outcome that your
future could hold. You see, the trick to beginning a So how do you expect to be able to have all these
aspects of yourself operate together efficiently so
meditation practice is not to try so hard.

Now that we have established that you must create
a relationship to the aspects of your self so that
you can understand them and learn to use them,
ask yourself this: What would happen if you were
in a relationship with someone and every time they
began to tell you something, or didn’t react they way
you hoped, you just got frustrated and shut them
up? You would never get to understand or know
that person and never know what magic you could
have had together. Meditation is exactly the same
way! Stop getting frustrated when your mind runs
off into a world of chaos at speeds way faster than
the speed of light. Let your thoughts move, look at
where they run to, try to understand why they keep
going to the same things over and over, and try to
understand what emotions are driving them. Yes, on
occasion come back to your breath for a bit but then
when the mind goes again, follow it and enjoy its
company. This way you can begin to understand the
most powerful thing on the planet, how it works, and
your relation to it.
Carnival! Finally! Felt like almost as long a wait as the
12 months you wait every year. So you’re wondering,
“This is all great, but what in the world does this
have to do with Carnival?” The thing is that it won’t
be all that useful if you only had a relationship with
your mind when sitting on a cushion. Everyday as we
live our lives our mind runs wild and creates a stir of
emotion and drama. So rather than live mindfully,
centered, and with a touch of stillness and control,
we end up in a society that is disconnected from
everything that matters, including each other, and
our selves.
So this Carnival season try asking yourself a lot of
questions and begin an internal inquiry as to why you
do the things you do. What is it about Carnival that
you like, or don’t like? How does it make you feel?
How do you feel afterwards? What is going through
your head when you’re in a party or on the road? How
do you feel when a man is grinding on your woman,
or when the woman you’re checking is not taking
you on? Why is it you continue to drink after you
know you have had enough and will be vomiting all
night and feel like sh*t the following day? How do
you feel and react when your significant other can’t
remember what time they got home or with whom?
Note how you react to different individuals and how
their presence makes you feel. Be aware of your
thoughts and opinions of others’ dress, mannerisms,
or dance moves. Look at how your breath and facial
expressions change in reaction to people, music, and
performers.
This is what I call creating a relationship with
yourself. Only by studying and understanding all
aspects of yourself, your truth, and your God, can you
truly begin to live genuinely to your fullest potential.
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favoured a method with such little scientific back-up
he said “You see, when they done with me, they does
be in so much pain the next day that they doh come
by me for help again.” I cringed. This guy is hurting
people ON PURPOSE!!
Franz Gillezeau, C.S.C.S.

One could say
that they are “a
dime a dozen”
Here are a few things
to consider when
choosing the right
Personal Trainer

Personal trainers abound. They
can be found in just about every
gym on Earth. One could say
that they are “a dime a dozen”,
but that saying poorly reflects
the cost of personal training.
In T&T, a personal trainer can
cost anywhere between $90 $200TTD per session, which can
add up to more than $4000TTD
per month, depending on

Appearance:
A sloppy appearance is not a good first sign.
Sloppiness in dressing could carry over into his/
her manner and further into his/her training. A true
Fitness Professional should dress the part, in attire
that allows them to be comfortable and dynamic but
maintain a professional air: sneakers, track pants, and
a polo shirt/t-shirt are standard fare. An unkempt
appearance is an early warning sign.

Punctuality:
Tardiness is another red flag. If you pay someone
for their time, then their time becomes your time.
If they come late, then they are wasting your time,
and thereby wasting your money. Of course, Life
happens, and occasional tardiness is expected and
can be forgiven. However, in this age of ubiquitous
connections, failure to alert you to their tardiness is
unacceptable. A phone call or a text message is all
it will take to let you know they won’t be on time,
so you don’t have to sit like a po’-me-one waiting
on them. Consistent punctuality is a cornerstone of
professionalism, whereas consistent tardiness is a
sign of disrespect to you and your time.

Attentiveness:
Many trainers seem to forget that the term “Personal
Training” has the word “Personal” in it. It is in fact the
first word in the phrase, and holds the same weight
and importance as “Training”. As I said before, when
you enter into an agreement with a trainer and you
pay them for their time, their time becomes your
time. As a Fitness Professional, this aspect of the
industry is what truly irks me. I have been witness to
many people having to deal with incredibly sub-par
service from their personal trainers.

the cost per session and how
often you work out. And that’s
generally in addition to gym
membership fees. For this kind
of money I would expect that you
would want your money’s worth,
so this article aims to help you
spot the difference between the
lazy, unprofessional, ignorant
“trainer” and the knowledgeable,
dedicated Fitness Professional.

Red Flag: Inattentiveness
while performing an
exercise.
Your trainer should always be around to supervise
proper form and to spot you if you run into difficulty.
Failure to properly supervise or spot can lead to the
client injuring themselves. Some personal trainers
have multiple clients and cannot pay attention to
everyone at the same time. Others are just delinquent
and engage in conversations or use their phones
while their clients work out.

I could write ad nauseum on this particular topic.
The long and short of it is this: If it hurts too much,
you were pushed too hard. There are two types
of soreness associated with weight training: Post
Exercise Muscle Soreness (PEMS), and Delayed Onset
Muscle Soreness (DOMS). PEMS can be described
as slight soreness in the days following a workout.
DOMS on the other hand is actual pain. If you worked
legs and you can hardly walk two days later, that’s
DOMS. Pain is an indication that something is wrong,
so you should never be in pain following a workout.
Soreness (PEMS): good, pain (DOMS): bad.

Recording and Gauging
Progress:
The point of hiring a personal trainer is to assist you
in reaching your goals, whatever they may be. In
order to ensure that you are on the right track, your
trainer must make regular evaluations and workouts
must be recorded in order to gauge your progress,
or your lack thereof. If progress is not being made,
or if your body is changing in ways you don’t like,
your trainer must then re-evaluate his/her methods
and change them accordingly. Be sure to ask about
evaluations, how and if workouts are recorded, and
be clear on your goals. Any trainer that refuses to
change their methods to suit your personal goals,
or worse, imposes their own goals on you, is to be
avoided.

Payment:
All trainers accept payment up front. That is standard
practice. But each trainer would have their own
refund policy. Be sure to ask about this before initial
payments are made. For example: What happens
if I, the client, miss a session? Also, what happens
when you, the trainer, miss a session? This should be
cleared up early so as to avoid embarrassment when
something happens.

Personality:
Everyone’s personality is different. As such, some
people mesh, others do not. Having a trainer with
whom you get along can make the session go much
faster than having one whom you find intolerable.
Some trainers are reserved, other are outgoing. Some
don’t talk much; others don’t stop talking. Some are
quiet and reserved; others are loud and arrogant
(some even change their accents depending on how
cool they think they need to be at the time). Some
give you space to work out and don’t use much
physical contact; others are in your face the entire
time and seem to be constantly touching you.
Observing the trainer beforehand is a good way to
get an idea of their personal style. Also, meeting
the trainer face-to-face so you can gauge their
personality before committing to any sessions is the
safest bet to avoid any frustrations.
I hope this helps in your search for a reliable Fitness
Professional that is worth your time and, more
importantly, your money.

Once again, and I’m going to repeat this until people
get it: when you pay someone for their time, they
now work for YOU. You get to decide if they can train
another client on your time. You get to demand the
service you want. If you paid a man to paint your
house and he showed up, dropped off all the paint
and supplies, and then said “Well start nah, I coming
back now. I have another house down the road to
paint too.” I’m sure you would not put up with that. A
personal trainer is no different.

Training Style: No Pain, No
Gain? No Way!
Many trainers seem to live by the misguided motto
“No pain, no gain”. As a result, they push new clients
to the limit on their first day, with the reasoning that
they need to see what you can do. That method is
archaic and dangerous. The safe way to test limits
is to start slowly and work your way up into more
difficult territory. The horror stories are endless.
One trainer made a man squat 225lbs on his first day
(almost double his body weight). When the client
un-racked the weight he couldn’t even stand with
it, but the trainer made him do several forced reps
before letting him rack it. That guy limped for days.
I saw another trainer have a woman that had to be
in her 60’s doing bosu-ball push-ups. There was an
instructor at one gym that loved to give customers
super-slow-rep training. When I asked him why he
Illustration by: Jason Alfred
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5K Training
Novice or Beginner
Okay, we’ve understood what it will take, we’ve
gotten all fresh new gear and we’re on a new diet
plan. Where do we begin?

Dexter Simon

Before we get you off that couch, there
are a couple things we need you to
understand. They fall under the principles
of Physical Training:
1. Adaptation to Stress - understand this
won’t be easy.

Commit to the Goal

2. Specificity - maintaining a schedule is
key to your success.

3. Progressive Overload - you should
be prepared to consistently feel
discomfort.
4. Individual Differences - what works for
someone else may not work for you.
5. Diminishing Returns - what goes in,
determines what comes out.

So you’re ready to get started, here are a few more
things we suggest you do to ensure you get the best
out of this:

• Ensure you have decent running shoes. Old or
unevenly worn shoes can cause undue pain, shin
splints, or even serious injury.
• Ensure you have appropriate running shorts (not
too loose or too tight) and a dry-fit top (cotton
absorbs sweat and gets heavy).
• Set a goal time. This might be done after your first
run to set your current time and see where you
think you can legitimately improve to. Over 12
weeks you could possibly cut your time by four
minutes if you follow these suggestions.
• Find a safe place to train regularly. Running
outdoors is the best option and having a place
where you can exercise safely is key.
• Set your schedule. You’re more
likely to succeed by following a
set schedule for yourself.

• Get a massage every 2 weeks. The muscle soreness
and growth you will experience can be soothed
with a proper massage.
• Keep a sensible diet. What goes in will come
out, and the proper fuel can mean the difference
between a 10-minute mile and a 12-minute mile.
• Drink a lot of water. It’s a generally good life tip,
but there is clear science that shows how only a
3% drop in hydration can have a marked impact
on athletic performance.
•

Purchase a 2-bottle running belt. While
optional, this belt distributes the weight of the
water around your waist so you don’t waste
energy hanging onto a bottle as you jog.
• Commit to the Goal. A 5k is an attainable
yet challenging goal for those of us that have
yet to be really active. Achieving it is a great
stepping stone to a healthier lifestyle.

Day #4:

Strength training day.

WEEK #4
Day #1:

WEEK #1
Day #1:

Day #2:

Walk - 10 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 30
seconds, Walk - 2 minutes (repeat 4 times) | Walk 10 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 30 minutes.

Day #2:

Day #3:
• Find a training partner. While not a necessity, the
extra motivation is often found to help people
stick to the goal and there is safety in numbers.

Walk - 10 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 2 minutes,
Walk - 2 minutes (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 10 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 36 minutes.

Walk - 10 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 2 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 10 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 32 minutes.

Walk - 10 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 30
seconds, Walk - 2 minutes (repeat 4 times) | Walk 10 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 30 minutes.

G etting Started

• Get a check-up. Ensure your body can actually take
the stress you’re about to endure.

All running workouts are to be done 3 days a week,
leaving one day between workouts.
Strength training day can be any day not used for a
Running workout.

Day #3:

Walk - 10 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 30
seconds, Walk - 2 minutes (repeat 4 times) | Walk 10 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 30 minutes.

Day #4:

Strength training day.

Walk - 10 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 2 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 10 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 32 minutes.

Day #3:

Walk - 10 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 2 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 10 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 32 minutes.

Day #4:

Strength training day.

End of Basic Training

WEEK #5
Day #1:

WEEK #2

Walk - 8 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 3 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 8 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 32 minutes.

Day #1:

Day #2:

Walk - 10 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 1 minute,
Walk - 2 minutes (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 10 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 32 minutes.

Walk - 8 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 3 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 8 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 32 minutes.

Day #2:

Day #3:

Walk - 10 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 1 minute,
Walk - 2 minutes (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 10 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 32 minutes.

Walk - 8 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 3 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 8 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 32 minutes.

Day #3:

Day #4:

Walk - 10 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 1 minute,
Walk - 2 minutes (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 10 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 32 minutes.

Day #4:

Strength training day.

Strength training day.

WEEK #6
Day #1:

WEEK #3

Walk - 6 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 4 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 6 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 32 minutes.

Day #1:

Day #2:

Walk - 10 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 2 minutes,
Walk - 2 minutes (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 10 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 36 minutes.

Walk - 6 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 4 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 6 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 32 minutes.

Day #2:

Day #3:

Walk - 10 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 2 minutes,
Walk - 2 minutes (repeat 4 times) | Walk-10 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 36 minutes.

Walk - 6 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 4 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 6 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 32 minutes.

Day #4:

Strength training day.
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Fitness

Fitness

WEEK #7

WEEK #10

Calf

Day #1:

Day #1:

Day #2:

Day #2:

Walk - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 5 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 5 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 34 minutes.

Run - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 1.5 miles
(11 min per mile pace), Walk - 3 minutes (repeat 2x).
TOTAL TIME – 44 minutes.

Walk - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 5 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 5 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 34 minutes.

Day #3:

Run - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 1.5 miles
(11 min per mile pace), Walk - 3 minutes (repeat 2x).
TOTAL TIME – 44 minutes.

Day #3:

(Right) Quadriceps

Walk - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 5 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 5 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 34 minutes.

Triceps

Run - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 1.5 miles
(11 min per mile pace), Walk - 3 minutes (repeat 2x).
TOTAL TIME – 44 minutes.

Day #4:

Day #4:

WEEK #8

WEEK #11

Day #1:

Day #1:

Strength training day.

Strength training day.

Walk - 4 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 6 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 4 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 36 minutes.

Run - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 2 miles
(11:30 minutes per mile pace), Walk - 2 minutes | Run
- 1 mile (11:00 min per mile pace).
TOTAL TIME – 39 minutes.

Day #2:

Day #2:

Walk - 4 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 6 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 4 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 36 minutes.

Run - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 2 miles
(11:30 minutes per mile pace), Walk - 2 minutes | Run
- 1 mile (11:00 min per mile pace).
TOTAL TIME – 39 minutes.

(left) Calf (Variation)

Day #3:

Walk - 4 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 6 minutes,
Walk - 1 minute (repeat 4 times) | Walk - 4 minutes.
TOTAL TIME – 36 minutes.

Run - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 2 miles
(11:30 minutes per mile pace), Walk - 2 minutes | Run
- 1 mile (11:00 min per mile pace).
TOTAL TIME – 39 minutes.

Strength training day.

Strength training day.

WEEK #9

WEEK #12

Day #1:

Day #1:
Groin

Run - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 3 miles
(11:30 minutes per mile pace = 34 minutes 30
seconds) | Jog - 2-3 minutes (cool down).
TOTAL TIME – 41 minutes 45 seconds.

Day #2:

Day #2:

Day #3:

Day #3:

Day #4:

Day #4:

Run - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 1 mile (11
minutes per mile pace), Walk - 2 minutes (repeat 3
times).
TOTAL TIME – 44 minutes.
Strength training day.

Run - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 3 miles
(11:30 minutes per mile pace = 34 minutes 30
seconds) | Jog - 2-3 minutes (cool down).
TOTAL TIME – 41 minutes 45 seconds.
Run - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 3.0 miles
(11:30 minutes per mile pace = 34 minutes 30
seconds) | Jog - 2-3 minutes (cool down).
TOTAL TIME – 41 minutes 45 seconds.
Strength training day.

End of Anaerobic Training
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Hamstring

Day #4:

End of Aerobic Base Training

Run - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 1 mile (11
minutes per mile pace), Walk - 2 minutes (repeat 3
times).
TOTAL TIME – 44 minutes.

Hip Adductor/
Abductors

Day #3:
Hamstring

Day #4:

Run - 5 minutes | Stop and stretch | Run - 1 mile (11
minutes per mile pace), Walk - 2 minutes (repeat 3
times).
TOTAL TIME – 44 minutes.

Rear Delt

Rest 2-3 days before race.

5K Race!
Race goal pace: 11 minutes per mile x
3.125 miles = 34 minutes 20 seconds.
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Vegan Protein
I

am questioned daily about
Superior Non-Dairy protein
sources by many of my vegan
customers or customers who have
allergies to milk, gluten, and Soy.
In my extensive research I have
concluded that Brown Rice protein
is today’s Superior Plant based
protein for your every day protein
requirements. There are other
recommended types of plant based
proteins such as Pea, Artichoke,
Hemp and Spirulina that can be used
depending on one’s preference.

“Which is Best for You?”

Like other protein sources, brown
rice protein can assist in weight loss
or weight management, with the
advantage of being very low in fat
and calories. Preliminary research
has even tied rice protein to fat loss
and lowered cholesterol. Recent
research has also indicated that rice
protein can help with recovery and
gains in muscle when taken after
exercise.

Brown Rice protein is a vegetarian
protein isolate that is an alternative
to the more common whey and soy
protein isolates. Brown rice can
be treated with enzymes that will
cause carbohydrates to separate
from proteins. Rice protein has
a more distinct taste than most
other forms of protein powder.
Like whey hydrolysate, this flavor
is not effectively masked by most
flavorings; however, the taste of rice
protein is usually considered to be
less unpleasant than the bitter taste
of whey hydrolysate. This unique
rice protein flavor may even be
preferred to artificial flavorings by
consumers of rice protein.
Brown rice protein powder has
many benefits for health and fitness,
for all diets and lifestyles. It provides
a convenient source of protein for
vegetarians and others who follow
restricted diets. Being allergen
-friendly, it may also make an
excellent choice for individuals with
dairy, soy and/or gluten allergies.
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Excellent Amino Acid Profile Amino acids
are the building blocks of protein and rice
protein contains the 9 essential amino
acids, that is amino acids that cannot
be synthesized within the human body,
thus needed to be supplied by the diet.
Despite differences in the amino acid
profile to other protein sources, it has
been clinically shown as good as whey
at building muscle, strength & aiding in
exercise recovery.

Preliminary data on rice
protein has indicated
that its absorption rate
is “intermediate,” being
between that of whey
(fast) and casein (slow).
This steady supply of
energy might help to
extend
the
anabolic
capacity of muscles if
used post-workout.
The benefits of rice protein
don’t fall far from that of
it’s source, brown rice. As
a hypoallergenic whole
grain food, brown rice
owes much of its health
benefits to the nutrients
within each one of its
layers.

Despite these differences in
kinetics, one study to date has
shown rice protein is able to provide
the same athletic benefits as whey.

Call (868) 628-BODY (2639) or
visit bodyglowonline.com for more
information and find out which is
Best for you.

The benefits of rice protein don’t fall
far from that of it’s source, brown
rice. As a hypoallergenic whole
grain food, brown rice owes much
of its health benefits to the nutrients
within each one of its layers.

Next Article to look forward
to - How to chose a fat burner
for your goals and body type?
Stay Healthy T&T and keep
Living the LIFESTYLE......

This All Natural and Organic Brand
can be found at all BodyGlow
locations Nationwide. There are
some other great vegan products
from different brands also available.
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Push-up
Position – Assume the standard push-up position, Execution – Keeping your back straight, bend your
with your weight on your hands and the balls of your
feet (if standard push-ups are too difficult, assume
the modified push-up position: weight on hands and
knees). Space your hands just wider than shoulderwidth apart.

elbows to lower yourself to the floor. When your
chest is just off the floor, push yourself back up to
the starting position.

Franz Gillezeau, C.S.C.S.

Never heard of the
Tabata Protocol?
Never heard of the
Tabata Protocol?
Created by Izumi
Tabata, the Tabata
Protocol is simply the
best supra-aerobic
cardio workout every
developed.

T

he Tabata Protocol may sound like a Tom Clancy
novel, or the latest instalment of the Mission:
Impossible series, but it isn’t. Invented by
Izumi Tabata, a Japanese professor and pioneer of
sports science, The Tabata Protocol is actually a
training technique that uses body-weight exercises
performed in 20-second bursts separated by
10-second rests. The professor’s research in the
mid-1990’s showed that high-intensity exercise
using that 20/10 workout ratio achieves more in four
minutes than an hour-long stint on an exercise bike.

Created by Izumi Tabata on
a 1996 study, the Tabata
Protocol initially involving
Olympic speedskaters, uses
20 seconds of ultra-intense
exercise followed by 10
seconds of rest, repeated
continuously for 4 minutes (8
cycles).

Depending on the exercises, Tabata sessions can be
unbelievably gruelling. Below is a simple workout
that’s been shown to improve aerobic and anaerobic
fitness by as much as 28% in 6 weeks.
Perform the first exercise for 20 seconds, rest for
10 seconds, and repeat, continuing this cycle for 4
minutes. Rest for 60-90 seconds, and then perform
the same cycle with the other exercises. Do this
workout 3 days a week, with one day’s rest between
sessions.

Prisoner Squat
Position – Stand with your feet slightly wider than
shoulder-width apart and lace your fingers behind
your head.

Execution – Keeping your elbows back, bend at the
hips and knees to lower your body until your thighs
are parallel to the floor, keeping your knees behind
your toes. Press through your heels back up to the
starting position and repeat. (If the basic Prisoner
Squat is too easy for you, try Jump Squats: At the
bottom of the move, explode upward so your feet
come off the floor a few centimetres. Land softly and
sink into your next repetition.)

Chin-up
Position – Hang from a chin-up bar with an
underhand grip (palms facing you).

Execution – Pull yourself up until your chin clears

the bar. Pause, and then lower yourself to the starting
position. (If chin-ups are too difficult the move can
be mimicked with exercise bands.)

This routine will take no more than 20 minutes, so it
works for those with very little time and very little
equipment.

“The rate of increase in
V02max is one of the highest
ever reported.”
- Izumi Tabata, Japan
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simple ways
to be more
active

1. Bike to work

2. Wash and polish your car
3. Clean the rain gutters
4. Weed the yard
5. Enter a walk-a-thon
6. Trim the hedge

7. Go hiking
8. Mow the lawn
9. Play tag or catch with a child
10. Play fetch with your dog

11. Walk your dog
12. Go dancing
13. Do errands by bike or on foot
14. Use the stairs instead of the
elevator/escalator
15. Cobweb the ceiling
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“Amazing”

is basically all that could be said. On January 7th
part of the HYBRID team sat down with dancer and
entrepreneur La Shaun Prescott for our Hot Seat segment at ELLE
Studios in Cascade. After reviewing the photographs taken by
Mr. Anthony Moore that day, it was unanimously decided that an
excellent choice was made for the cover of our 2nd issue.
As this, our second issue, was to come out during the Carnival
season, there were several other better-known celebrities being
considered for our cover. I, however, doggedly pushed the case
for LaShaun being our focus. I felt that both her physique and
her background as a dancer would bring a more dynamic flair
than perhaps a more “conventional” Carnival personality could.
I am happy to report that I was right. Her warm smile and open,
easy-going manner made the interview a breeze. While her
dynamism and physical prowess made the photoshoot nothing
less than spectacular.
Truly an amazing talent in Trinidad’s entertainment world,
possessing the charisma, grace, agility, flexibility, strength
and stamina of a true hybrid. Also being a familiar face in our
Carnival scene, having danced for some for the biggest names in
the Soca industry, she made quite a fitting choice to be featured.
Also, there still exists the main reason we at HYBRID do this.
What is the take home for our readers? What can the reader
do to make the first or further steps to a healthier, more active
lifestyle? Having danced with ELLE myself, that answer was easy.
In all my years as a graphic designer and art director, she is easily
the most rewarding subject with whom I’ve had the pleasure of
working. Read on to learn more about her past, her present, and
her undeniably bright future.

Enjoy

LaShaun “Elle” Prescott
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dancers, and do a performance
in Barbados or Jamaica and
just really expand and see what
we have to offer.

How do you modify
your diet to stay fit and
healthy?
I eat almost anything, really. To
be honest, I don’t watch my diet
as much as I probably should
since my age is catching up to
me. But I know that the reason
I’m able to get away with it is
probably a mix of genetics,
metabolism, and the hours of
dance that I do on a daily basis
which allows me to get away
with it.

Where: Cascade Studios

How did you get started in
Dance?
I started dance at 13 years of
age with Carol La Chapelle.
From Carol I moved onto
Joyfour Dance Company with
Allan Balfour, Avni Joy Trinity
Dance Theatre, and then I
started Elle NYTT in 2007.
It
was
originally
ELLE
Incorporated and we changed
the name when we established
legally a branch in New York, so
the NYTT is for “New York and
Trinidad and Tobago.”

How do you handle
managing two studios, in
Trinidad and in NY?
It’s difficult. My sister Halcyon
Prescott is also director of the
company, along with Nichol
Narwani as the operations
manager, so they would handle
the operations here at both our
Cascade and Curepe locations.
I teach the one class in New
York, a Soca class on Saturdays
at the Mark Morris Dance
Center.

When you started with
dance, what type of dance
did you start off with?
I started with Modern Dance,
but as the company slogan is
“Experience different styles”
I’ve dabbled in Latin, Dancehall,
Hip-Hop, Folk, Soca, Ballet,
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and Modern of course. I think
it enriches your performance
and experience as a dancer. I
always encourage people to try
different things and experience
different styles.

What’s your favourite type
of dance over the years?
I would say my foundation
is Modern Contemporary. I
feel most comfortable in that
style. But when I am doing
choreography I would try to
mix and add a little flavour. I
would put in a little Dancehall
step or some Soca moves, you
know, just to switch things up
a little bit.

School of the Arts. At the time
I was on a Student Visa and
therefore could not legally
work in New York, so I had to go
the full-time student route and
I should be finishing in May this
year with my Masters in Dance.

Our classes are open classes
so there are a lot of people
with varying skill levels. From
people with two left feet who
have never danced before to
those who are professional
dancers.

How do you keep fit for
dance?

We all come into the space
knowing that we’re here to
learn and just get fit and have
a workout.

A lot of people ask that
question. They see my physique
and ask how many times I go to
the gym. I have tried the gym,
and I would get to the gym for
like two weeks and then my
schedule gets really ridiculous
and I have to stop. So it’s really
the dancing that keeps me the
way that I am right now.

‘Experience different styles’ I’ve dabbled in
Latin, Dancehall, Hip-Hop, Folk, Soca, Ballet,
and Modern of course. I think it enriches your
performance and experience as a dancer.
Speaking of Soca, how did
you get involved in dancing
for Machel Montano?
WELL, I started with Machel
in 2007 and we auditioned
for his Jumbie Music Video.
From there we started with a
couple performances and we
did Madison Square Garden in
NY with him. At that time it was
just a couple routines, it wasn’t
the entire set. Over the years we
added more and more songs.

Right now I’m dancing Ballet
and Modern Monday to
Saturday: An hour and a half
of Ballet, into an hour and a
half of Modern, into rehearsals.
It’s very intense. Dance is very
cardiovascular, and well the
wining of course keeps the
waistline in shape. That’s my
plug for my Soca classes right
there. *laughs*

So since it’s mostly dance,
what advice would you
give someone who wants
But, I’m not with Machel to get fit through dance?
anymore. I had to stop when
I started school at NYU Tisch

I would definitely say “Try it.”

To everyone else I would say
drink lots of water and eat lots
of fruits and vegetables, but I
really don’t diet.

The key take-away from
that would be when you
do that much physical
activity you can be a lot
more casual with your
diet.

Some
people
have
to
understand
that
different
exercises would take to their
bodies differently and you
would only know when you try
it.
People look at me and think
that I’m very fit, but I can’t run
to save my life, like at all. You
just need to see what works for
yourself. Just TRY it.
I think the thing with dance
is that it’s a lot of fun, so you
don’t feel like you’re working
out.

What are your plans for
the future?
I’d love to expand ELLE more,
regionally and locally. We have
the classes right now in New
York and I would just start by
doing workshops in different
places. I would love to see the
Company go on tour.
We had a show at Little Carib
[Theatre], the one before was
at NAPA, the one before that
was at Queen’s Hall, but if we
could take our show, take our
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The company offers dance classes in
modern, ballet, soca, folk, hip hop,
dancehall and latin as well as kids
classes. The classes are offered at three
locations, Cascade studios, Curepe studio
and at Fitness Center Gym in Maraval.
In New York, La Shaun teaches a Soca
class at the Mark Morris Dance Center in
Brooklyn on Saturdays. The full schedule
of classes can be found on the website
www.ElleNYTT.com.
Choreographers/ Dance Teachers include:

Katherine Carrera - Ballet

Adrian Daniel - Hip Hop

Tonya Welch - Ballet

Guytn Ottley - Latin

Halcyon Prescott Director
Andrea Codrington Dancehall

Megan Navarro - Modern

Nichol Narwani - Modern

Trinidad:
Jameelah Toi Phillips -. Folk and Soca
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(868) 788-ELLE (3553)
(868) 391-ELLE (3553)
New York: (617) 599-5943
Facebook: /ElleNYTT
Twitter:
@ElleNYTT
YouTube:
/ElleNYTT
Instagram: /ElleNYTT
email:
ElleNYTT@gmail.com
BBM:
7AA527A9

LaShaun “Elle” Prescott, MFA
Date of Birth:
Height:
Weight:
Profession:

August, 1979
5’2”
112 lbs
Artistic Director, Elle NYTT

Photography by Anthony Moore
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Gabrielle Lambie, MSc.

UPF –

How is this achieved?

Ultraviolet Protection Factor –
Protection|Comfort

UPF qualities come from characteristics of the fabric
and its fibres or they can be chemically added. Fabrics
that are more tightly woven have higher UPF ratings
than loosely woven fabrics. Thicker fabrics and well
as dark colored fabrics also offer better protection.

Industry terms:
U.V Protective; Sun Protective
Aim: To protect the skin from the harmful UV rays
of the sun.

How does an
article on fitness
clothing end up
in the ‘Techy’ part
of a magazine?

F

ashion really only comes into play because we,
the consumers, still desire to look good while
we sweat ourselves to new personal bests and
healthier bodies. Fitness wear has evolved into a true
multi-tasker, expected to offer functionality, comfort,
durability, style, protection, convenience, and
sometimes even a little self-esteem enhancement.

Well the truth is, fitness wear
is actually a lot more about
science than it is about fashion.
Fitness wear manufacturers
hire nanoscientists, chemists,
and other sport science experts
who carry out countless hours
of research and testing in an
effort to stay ahead in this
continuously growing, hypercompetitive industry.

task, making some of us long for the good old days
when any old t shirt and shorts was good enough
for any workout. Read on to learn what some of
the most common terms mean, which ones apply
to your chosen fitness activity, and how to blend
functionality, style, and coverage when choosing
your workout wear.

Industry terms:
U.V Protective; Sun
Protective

Results: Wearers can enjoy outdoor fitness activities

without having to worry about potential sun damage
to their skin or excess sweat due to liberal sun block
application.

What does this mean exactly?
Similar to the well-known SPF scale, but even better!
UPF rating system measures both UVA and UVB
radiation that is blocked by fabric. (SPF only measures
UVB radiation). The UPF Rating scale for garments
goes from UPF 15(good) to UPF 50 (excellent). A
garment that is rated UPF25 only allows 4% of the
UVA and UVB rays through the fabric while a garment
that is UPF50 allows less that 2% of those harmful
rays through to the wearer’s skin.

Perhaps this complicated process is reflected in
the myriad of terms associated with fitness wear.
Choosing your own fit-wear can seem a daunting
Industry terms:
Nanosphere,
Climalite,
Dri-fit

Moisture Wicking –
Comfort|Hygiene|Functionality|Protection

Chemical treatments that contain compounds
referred to as OBAs (Optical Brightening Agents), and
more recently developed UV-disrupting compounds,
can increase the UPF rating of fabrics. The type and
concentration of certain dyes, regardless of their
colour, can also impart sun protective qualities.
Buying Tips:
If you participate in any outdoor fitness activity you should
invest in some UPF rated clothing. Although pricier than
their non-protective counterparts, the advantages of the
reduced risk of developing diseases such as skin cancer
makes this a sound investment. Many of these garments are
made from fabric designed to keep you cool so even those
that offer more coverage keep you comfortable. Try a top
with at least a half front zip to the top so you can manage
how high the neckline is. Just remember to apply sunblock to
any areas you leave exposed.
What about all the clothes you’ve
already bought? Are you expected
to reserve them for indoor
activities only? No way! There
are products that can be added
to your laundry that impart UPF
qualities to your clothing for
up to 20 washes. These products
are very affordable, especially
when you consider that one tablet
makes your entire load of laundry
sun protective. I have yet to find
any of these available locally but
they are easy to purchase off of
popular websites and ship, or you
can pick up a pack on your next
trip. Sun Guard is one of the more
popular brands

Aim: To draw and keep moisture away from the body

and increase the rate of evaporation from the fabric
so as to keep the wearer comfortable and eliminate
unsightly wet spots as much as possible.

Result: Wearer is drier, more comfortable, and less

prone to post-workout chills. Unsightly wet spots
are less likely to form and if they do, are eliminated
faster. Drier clothes also mean that moisture-loving,
odor-producing bacteria are less likely to thrive.

What does ‘moisture wicking’ mean?
The fabric used to make the garment is able to absorb
moisture (usually sweat), pull it away from the
wearer’s skin through the fabric to the outer surface
of the clothing and then release the moisture easily
into the atmosphere. This requires that fabrics have
both hydrophilic (moisture loving) and hydrophobic
(moisture repellent). Seems counterintuitive doesn’t
it? That’s where the science comes into play.
Buying tips:
Moisture wicking garments are useful for all types on
fitness activities regardless of if they are indoor or
outdoor, low-impact or high-impact. It is one of the most
readily available types of fitness wear and should be easy
to find in any retail outlet. Due to the popularity of this
type of clothing, there isn’t a noticeable price differential
attached to garments that offer moisture control and
these garments often come with labels that include antimicrobial, anti-bacterial, and other similar hygiene related
characteristics.
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Water droplets cannot adhere to the textile

How is this achieved?

Compression Garments –

a. Fabric blends, such as cotton (holds on to water
but doesn’t let it go) and polyester (dries really
quickly, if you can get it to take in any moisture
to begin with). Manufacturers achieve an optimal
balance of absorbency and quick evaporation,
which is generally found with a blend that is 85%
Polyester/15% cotton.

Functionality|Comfort|Style/Aesthetic
Appeal

b. Special weaving techniques applied to the fibres
of a fabric aid in moisture distribution throughout
the garment and moisture movement to the outer
surface of the garment so it can evaporate into
the surrounding atmosphere.
c. Special coatings have been developed that
impart moisture wicking attributes to otherwise
inappropriate fabrics. This explains why some
garments labelled with one of the numerous
moisture wicking terms are sometimes 100%
cotton or 100% polyester and the manufacturers
are not guilty of misrepresentation or false
advertising.

Originally used in the medical field in patients
with compromised blood flow in their extremities,
the fitness industry saw potential benefits to
athletes and fitness enthusiasts of increased blood
flow to muscles during workouts. While some
manufacturers claim that these garments actual
improve performance while being worn, objective
studies have yet to prove this. However, what has
been proven is that Compression garments reduce
Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness, which generally
affects us the day after we work out. This means less
soreness and faster recovery time, making them very
popular amongst runners and triathletes.
Buying tips: Because these garments are meant to be quite
fitted, they do take more effort to put on, so don’t think
that the extra effort required necessarily means that you
need a bigger size.

How does it work?
Compression garments increase blood flow to the
muscles, which means that more of the oxygen and
other nutrients the muscles need get to them faster.
All the metabolic waste produced by these muscles is
also taken away from them faster, meaning that they
are less likely to accumulate and cause soreness.
Muscle vibrations during your workout are reduced
as well, which is also thought to reduce muscle
fatigue. Wearers have also reported reduced chaffing
and improved comfort during their workouts.
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Gusseting –
Functionality|Comfort|Modesty|Hygiene
What is it?
Anyone who wears fitted tights to workout would
want to read this.
A gusset is basically a diamond shaped piece of
cloth used in the region of pants / tight where the
front and back seams as well as the inseams would
otherwise meet. Initially used in men’s trousers and
Horseback riding pants to give a greater range of
motion, a gusset has several uses in fitness tights.

Benefits:
Gusseted tights do serve the original purpose of
increased range of motion and also eliminate the
discomfort of having to deal with all those seams
meeting in what can be considered one of the body’s
most delicate regions, for both men and women. For
women there are a couple additional bonuses.
Gusseted tights help women avoid the dreaded
‘camel toe’. Many manufacturers also use more
breathable material for the actual gusset which
makes these tights more hygienic for the wearer.

G

ood quality fitness wear combines several, and
more, of the attributes outlined above. UPF
garments are usually also quick-drying; good
compression shorts should also keep you drier,
be gusseted and sometimes even offer some sun
protection. Good fitness wear is definitely a beneficial
investment that you are not likely to regret.

Buying tips:
A gusset is really very easy to recognize when shopping
for workout tights. I have found that mainly reputable
sport-wear companies and Yoga/ Pilates specialty brands
manufacture these, which basically means they may be
relatively expensive, unless you find a good sale that is!
Remember, you will also be purchasing some peace of mind as
you move through your workout and its various positions.

short pants are great for running, but if you are
stretching publicly before or after your run, you
would want to make sure those shorts have a
modestly cut inner lining or wear a pair of tights
under your shorts.

A Note on Style and Fit when choosing you
Fit-Wear:
Choosing workout wear properly requires a balance
between finding what we like and feel good in, and
what fits properly and gives the desired amount of
coverage, although some people seem to desire less
coverage than they should actually have. Clothing
manufacturers have definitely stepped up their game
with providing fit-wear that incorporates fashion
trends so there shouldn’t be too much of a problem
finding clothes to suit your style. What seems to
sometimes be more challenging is finding fit-wear
that suits your body shape, coverage requirements,
and workout needs.

A few things to consider when putting
together your outfit:
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•

The movements and positions you go through in
your workout, from warm-up to cool-down and
stretching. Your workout wear needs to allow
you to get into, and move through, the required
position easily while still staying in place.

•

Where you are working out and who is around
you.

•

The view that others have of you. It is easy to
leave little to the imagination of on-lookers if we
wear the wrong clothes. For example, loose fitting

TIP: If you prefer to hide your curves under looser
clothing while you workout, trying layering these
looser items over a more fitted vest or tights that
will stay in place and keep you covered as the looser
garments move.
TIP: If you want more modesty on top during a workout for which a loose t-shirt is not suitable (like
Pilates, Yoga, general stretching), try going with a
tunic-length workout top - the hem hits at or below
your hips, long enough to cover the bum and crotch
area but not so long as to hinder movement of the
legs. Tunics allow for more peace of mind when moving through a range of positions, saving you from
worrying about your top creeping up and exposing
your tummy when you move your arms or get into
an inverted position (like downward dog). They also
hide unflattering sweat patterns that form on your
tights when you’re really pushing yourself in your
workout.
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FitTech

FitTech

Unique Features
Choose Exercises -

Don’t let the name fool you. Unlike
Nike+ Running, RunKeeper covers a number of cardio activities:
Cycling, Hiking, Skiing, Snowboarding (really useful feature to
have in the Caribbean), and even Nordic Walking.

Anderson Mitchell

Advanced Reporting - Both apps have subtle differences in
dealing with your data.

Live Broadcasting – Again, both apps have unique versions

...2 of the best
iPhone and
Android apps...
PERIOD!

of the same thing. Note however that you need to pay for
RunKeeper Elite to access this. It’s free with Nike+ Running.

1

st of all, if you are now
hearing about these 2
running apps, you either
have only recently acquired
a smart phone, you still burn
DVDs, or you just don’t like
to run. These 2 apps have
been at the forefront of the

game when it comes to runmanagement and activity
tracking. Actually, I’d say that
these are 2 of the best iPhone
and Android apps...PERIOD.
Lots of Trinbagonians love to
run and I have had so many
people ask me “which is the

Accuracy & Reliability
Now both theses apps use
GPS to accurately map your
position. They are both quite
accurate at pinpointing your
location and following your
progress.

However, both these apps have
their bugs, more so the Nike+
Running app, but they are usually easily fixed in successive
versions. There is not much I
can complain about here.

Main Features
The basic features of RunKeeper and the
Nike+ Running App are pretty much the
same. I must admit though, RunKeeper
offers a few more options:

Training Schedules - let’s you choose

your goals, grab a training plan and
schedules your runs. The only thing that’d
make this any better is if it ‘bitch slapped’
you for being lazy. Similarly the Nike+
Coach, recently introduced, does all the
same stuff with a sleeker, easier to use
interface.

Friends Feed - Allows you to see who

did what, how far, and when. There is also
a nice little leader board if you wanna get
competitive. Nike+ Running basically just
has a leader board that let’s you see how
much you are getting whooped by.

Activity Sharing -

No Instagram on
Runkeeper, however it does support
photos... Selfies only count here if you are
drenched in sweat anyway.

Music Player -

Basically uses what
ever playlists you have, pretty straight
forward. Nike+ Running however, has the
“PowerSong” feature. Read on to find out
more.
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better app to track my run?”
So doing this comparative
review made sense. As for me,
I use them both. I think they
are both awesome. If you are
looking to choose just one,
here is a quick rundown to
help you decide.

Get Cheers -

There are some little things with the Nike+
Running App that make a huge difference. First, get cheered on.
From the beginning to the end of your run, the app allows you to
receive real-time cheers from your friends on Facebook and Path
for every comment or ‘like’ you receive. This is great to get that
little extra motivation, you attention whore…

Powersong - Speaking of motivation, the “Powersong” is
another great feature. Set your power song to play when you
need instant motivation. My power song is currently set as Bunji
Garlin’s “Truck On D Road” …You know that’s an achievement.
Nike+ Challenges - This is another great unique feature.
Choose a distance, choose a friend, and race to the finish line.
NikeFuel Badges -

rights, I guess.

Meh…it’s just a digital badge. Bragging

Coach - Provides users with workout plans to help them reach

their goals. Right now I’m using this feature to help me prepare
for the Fusion Adventure Races. I get daily run reminders and the
app tracks my progress and plans what’s next in my training. I’ll
let you see how it goes.

Devices & App support
It seems as though RunKeeper
is as open as a rum-shop
on Carnival Monday. It
supports EVERYTHING: FitBit,
MyFitnesspal,
Fitocracy,
Sleep Cycle, and more. Nike+
Running is actually very similar
to Apple in how “giving” they
are with their APIs. Facebook,
Path, Instagram & Twitter, and
that’s all.

As for devices, RunKeeper
will connect to any Heart Rate
Monitor, FitBit, or monitor
you desire. Nike+ Running
has, well, their stuff and not
much else. I don’t even think it
supports a heart rate monitor.

Interface Design & User-friendliness
I think that over my years of using the
RunKeeper app they have really improved
the look and usability of this app. It looks
really sleek now, but I still have to hand it
to Nike+ Running App’s design team. They
have taken simplicity to another level.
This is actually one of the best looking
apps in my iPhone app arsenal at the
moment.
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Community
The RunKeeper community in Trinidad is pretty huge, but I think
I have way more friends generally on Nike+ Running. What I can
do with my friends however, is more limited. There is a leader
board available on the app, and a feed where one can see
friends’ activities and comment.
I think there may be more Trinis on RunKeeper because the
Nike+ App needed another device that the user would put in
their shoe and it costs money. Most Trinis are not about that life.
The Nike+ community is second to none. It’s bigger, more active,
and has a more competitive community. The benefits of the
community are monumental. Nike+ Challenges, as mentioned
above, is a great unique feature. I get motivated on a daily
basis when I see my friend get ahead of me in miles and “Nike+
FuelPoints” (yeah…they made that up, but I ate the ‘chain-up’). I
also like how you can get a good comparison of how you “stack
up” against other people in the community. On my Dashboard I
get really nice charts comparing me to men my age and the rest
of the Nike+ Community.

Biomel Gym
Eastern Main Road, Sangre Grande
+1 (868) 474-2520

Fitness Fanatix Gym
32 Eastern Main Road, Barataria
+1 (868) 675-2321

USC Gym
University of the Southern
Caribbean, Saint Joseph
+1 (868) 662-2241

Bodyonices Gym
20 Gopie Trace Branch 1, Debe
+1 (868) 620-8832

Jungle Gym
#50 Southern Main Road, Valsayn
+1 (868) 777-5496
SPEC Gym
UWI Campus, Saint Augustine
+1 (868) 645-9239
Cyborgs Gym
38 London Street, San Fernando
+1 (868) 652-9114
Life Fitness Gym
Woodford Street, Arima
La Joya Gym
Eastern Main Road, Saint Joseph
Hugo Gittens Strength Training
Gym
Ato Boldon Stadium, Couva
The Fitness Center
1 Anderson Terrace, Maraval

Website
Again, the Nike+ website is a site to
behold…or a sight to behold? :/ … or
both. Very well designed. Your heat map
animation looks really beautiful here and
the navigation is as basic as it gets.

Xtreme Fitness
#37 Eleanor Street, Chaguanas
+1 (868) 223-5242
Studio W
103 Tragarete Road (at Murray
Street), Woodbrook
+1 (868) 628-8395

The Batcave
Long Circular Road, Port Of Spain
Joel’s Gym
Calcite Crescent, Debe
+1 (868) 782-0141

Complete Fitness Resources
Long Circular Mall, 51-53 Long
Circular Road, Saint James
+1 (868) 622-3516
H3 Wellness and Fitness Centre
Dolland Street, 1868, Sangre
Grande
+1 (868) 379-7801
Xtreme Fitness
CORNER O’Meara Road, Arima
Bodyglow
Long Circular Mall, 51-53 Long
Circular Road, Saint James

CLX Gym
Unknown, El Dorado
+1 (868) 663-9632
ST.ANTHONY’S GYM
15 Bournes Road Charles Street,
Gasparillo
+1 (868) 650-1845
CJ’S GYM
37 Bhupsingh Street, Penal
+1 (868) 647-2142
Elite Fitness Gym
Palmiste, San Fernando
+1 (868) 657-1506
World Fitness
13th Railway Road, San Juan
+1 (868) 392-3635

Hiltop Fitness Centre
Cor. Airway Road & Hiltop Lane,
Chaguaramas
MUSCLE PLUS GYM
18 Victoria Street, Siparia

Crunch Fitness Gym
Corner EMR and El Dorado Road,
Tunapuna Village, Mount Saint
George
+1 (868) 662-2128
Spin City
289 Eastern Main Road, El Dorado
+1 (868) 222-6206
Fitness Zone
Gulf City Mall, La Romaine
+1 (868) 653-2815
Memphis Pioneers High
Performance Centre
15 Fitzblackman Drive, Woodbrook
The Fitness Centre
Anderson Terrace, Maraval
+1 (868) 628-7765

Millenium Fitness Gym
Macoya, Tunapuna

Fitness Planet Club
Opp. Aranguez Savannah,
Aranguez

Fitness Zone
Gulf View Link Road, La Romaine
+1 (868) 653-2815

Fitness 360
99 Woodford Street, Newtown,
Port Of Spain

Body Tech Gym
37 High Street, Princes Town
+1 (868) 765-9452

New Wave Health Club (Boysie
Gym)
#24 Grant Street Extention, Couva,
Trinidad and Tobago
+1 (868) 223-5096

The Fitness Center
Starlite Shopping Plaza, Four
Roads, Diego Martin
+1 (868) 637-7765

Price
RunKeeper
is
basically
free, but there are more
features available to you
with
RunKeeper
Elite:
Insights, Advanced Reporting,
Workout Comparisons, Live
Broadcasting. If you have the
extra US$20 per year to spend,
these features seem to be

dj-j-lava

worth it, but barebones, this
app still does the job pretty
well.
Nike+ Running is free. All the
benefits are activated from
start to end. Achievements,
Heat Map, Community, Graphs,
etc, all yours for FREE.

/DJJLava
/djjlava

@djjlava
/djjlava

Conclusion
I think it’s more about how serious you
are about running. If you are the serious
type, Nike+ Running seems to be more
barebones, focused on the community
and hitting those PRs. It’s really about the
community.
I find more people starting off with
RunKeeper, not that it’s not as serious, but
it has a whole lot more stuff to deal with.
I could even make it similar to the Apple
iOS and Google Android comparison. One
does a whole lot of stuff and the other
does less, but what it does, it does really
well.

https://soundcloud.com/hybridcaribbean/hybrid-caribbean-hiit-mix

Johann Joseph, DJ, Entrepreneur and Fitness Success
story. ‘J Lava’ started his career in the year 2000 with
General Sound Unit (G.S.U) and is now one half of the
musical team DEI Musicale, AKA the Musical Gods
(with Ruan Legend), who have been gaining musical
notoriety across the region over the past few years.
As a fitness enthusiast as well, Johann was
willing to help HYBRID develop a mix specifically
for High-Intensity Interval Training. This mix
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can be downloaded via our SoundCloud
(https://soundcloud.com/hybridcaribbean).
This mix was built with a 2 minute warmup and 9,
1 minute sprint sessions, for any number of cardioheavy circuits. Check it out, post your best run time
or your circuit on our Facebook page!
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THE EXTRAS
‘Extras’ are basically concentrated
sources of nutrients and calories
from fat and/or sugars.
Focus on extras that contain
healthy fats or help satisfy your
daily requirement of fruit.
Gabrielle Lambie, MSc.

A salad can
easily go from
healthy to
health-hazard

Salads have long since gone
from being an appetizer or
side option on menus to being
stand-alone meals. While I
am an advocate for including
a side salad with every
meal, salads as meals are an
excellent option for anyone
interested in managing their
weight
while
remaining
healthy. Furthermore, salads

require little cooking skill and
preparation time.
If you are not careful, however,
a salad can easily go from
healthy to health-hazard.
Here is a simple guide to
building
tasty,
nutritious
salads that never get boring.

Choose 1 or 2 extras per salad
and use them sparingly.

THE PROTEIN
The addition of Protein takes your salad from a ‘side’ to a meal. To ensure
your protein doesn’t add large amounts of dietary cholesterol or saturated
fat to your salad, choose lean cuts of meat, poultry, and fish. Plant-based
proteins are also healthy options. Avoid protein that is fried, battered, or
covered in thick, sweet sauces.
Channa/Chickpeas, Red Beans, Black Beans, Black-eyed Peas, Lentils,
Lima Beans, Tofu, Edamame, Eggs, Skinless Chicken/Turkey, Tuna, Salmon,
Sardines.

Additional
nutrients found in
healthy proteins:Selenium, Vitamin
D, B Vitamins,
Magnesium,
Potassium,
Calcium, Iron,
Zinc, Phosphorus,
Folate.

1 g of fat has more than twice
the amount of calories than 1g of
protein or carbohydrates, making
them the most calorie-dense
nutrient. Luckily, not much of
these healthy fats is needed for
us to reap their benefits.
Stay between 40-70 calories with
your extras.

THE BASE
Acting as a backdrop for the
other ingredients, the base
usually consists of green leafy
vegetables. The greener the
leaves, the more nutrientdense they are. If you find the
flavour of greener leaves too
strong, mix them with green
leafys that you already enjoy.
Whole grains can also be the
base (or part of the base) of a
healthy salad. Although they
add more calories to your salad
than green leafy vegetables,
these complex carbohydrates
are nutrient-dense, contain
both dietary fiber and protein,
and do not lead to blood sugar
spikes.

Green Leafy Vegetables
- Lettuce (iceberg, leaf,
romaine), Cabbage, Spinach,
Patchoi,
Bean
sprouts,
Watercress, Kale

Whole Grains - Couscous,
Quinoa,
Brown
Rice,
Buckwheat, Farro etc. (Some
of these may not be familiar
to you but they are available
at many local gourmet stores
and supermarkets at varying
price points and are simple to
prepare)

Nutrients found in BOTH Green Leafy Vegetables and Whole Grains:
Dietary Fiber, Vitamin K, Vitamin A, B Vitamins, Folate, Calcium, Iron,
Magnesium, Selenium, Manganese, Zinc, Potassium. Vitamin C & other
Antioxidants

THE VEGETABLES
Adding just ½ c each of any 3
vegetables to your salad gets
you more than halfway to your
daily goal of about 2 ½ c of
vegetables per day.
When choosing vegetables,
think variety: variety of
colours, flavours, textures,

nutrients and price points. Try
using raw or partially cooked
(blanched)
vegetables
to
ensure that as much of their
nutritive value is retained.
Tomatoes, Carrots, Cucumbers,
Sweet Peppers, Cauliflower,
Broccoli, Beets, Christophene,
Bodi, String Beans, Corn.

Nutrients found in Vegetables:
Vitamin A, Vitamin K, Folate, Calcium, Iron, Phosphorus, Dietary Fiber,
Vitamin C and other Antioxidants, B Vitamins, Zinc, Protein, other
Minerals.
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Try one of our own
signature creations
or become an artist,
and create your own!
Our original SaladCafé
dressings are made
with love just for you.

Corner Ariapita Ave and Ana Street, Woodbrook 623-GREEN (4733)
Opening hours:
Mon-Wed 10:30a.m. – 8:30p.m.
Thur-Fri 10:30a.m – 10:30p.m.
Sat 10:30a.m – 3:30p.m.
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Want an even simpler
option? Squeeze a bit
of fresh lime juice over
your salad, sprinkle
a bit of salt and black
pepper and toss.

THE DRESSING
Salad dressing is meant to enhance the
flavour of the salad. However, dressings
can easily ruin an otherwise nutritious
salad by adding large amounts of fat,
sugar, and artificial flavourings and
preservatives.
Vinaigrettes are the best type of dressing
to use on your salad. Making your own is
very simple 1 part vinegar: 3 parts oil + other
seasonings (salt, black pepper etc.)
Vinegar - White, Apple Cider, Balsamic,
Red Wine.
Oil - Olive Oil, Nut Oils, Cold-pressed
Coconut Oil.
Flavourings - Mustard, 100% Fruit Jams,
Lemon/Lime, Herbs & Spices (Salt, Black
Pepper, Thyme, Basil etc.)
When buying prepared dressings read the
nutrition labels and stay away from:
1. Fat-free dressings - they are often
packed with additional sugar and/
or artificial ingredients to replace the
flavours lost when the fat is omitted.
2. Anything that includes ‘partially
hydrogenated’
anywhere
on
the
ingredient list. This indicates the dressing
contains Trans-fats – the worst type of fat
there is.
3. Dressings that exceed 100 calories per
serving.

Advertise with us

Why do we need fat in a salad? Many of
the nutrients found in the vegetables and
green leafy vegetables in your salad need
to be ingested with some amount of dietary
fat in order for the body to absorb them.
Therefore, the fats help to unlock the
benefits of these vegetables. The nutrients
that are better absorbed in the presence of
fat include:
Carotenoids e.g. lycopene & beta-carotene &
Vitamins A, D, E and K. Studies show that the
type of fat matters also. Stick to unsaturated
fats like those found in Nuts, Olive Oil,
Vegetable Oils, Flaxseed, Tuna, Herring, Trout
and Salmon.
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Contact:

Robert de Gannes - 1 (868) 461-6893
Mika Ella Tang - 1 (868) 757-2501

Nutrition

Mika Ella-Tang

VS

Stout

(20 ounces)
calories: 237
protein:
2g
carbs
18g
fat:
0g
fiber:
0g

(20 ounces)
calories: 217
protein:
2g
carbs
18g
fat:
0g
fiber:
0g

Your guide to let you take ah sip this season, without sacrificing that waistline!

...eating well
is all about
decision making

There is basically no benefit for
your physique or your ability
to exercise to be garnered
from alcohol. In moderation,
however, certain types can
have beneficial health effects.
So with the Carnival Season
in full swing, we’re going to
assume you’ll be drinking, at

Red Wine

least a little. And that’s where
we come in. If eating well is
all about decision-making
(choosing the best possible
food for your training, goals,
body fat percentage, time of
day etc) then drinking clean
is roughly the same. With this
guide, you’ll be able to make

better decisions about how
you imbibe during Carnival
(and the rest of the year).
You should take into account,
of course, that all fetes and
bartenders are different and
that these amounts are based
on standard pub pours.

VS White Wine

(per 5-ounce serving)
calories: 123
protein:
0g
carbs
4g
fat:
0g
fiber:
0g

(per 5-ounce serving)
calories: 123
protein:
0g
carbs
4g
fat:
0g
fiber:
0g

Do you wine? And no, we aren’t talking about wining to the
ground! This looks a little too close to call, at least until you
look a little closer at the health benefits. Red wine contains
resveratrol, a potent antioxidant that’s likely responsible for red
wine’s positive impact on cardiovascular health and has also
been shown to help prevent cancer, lower blood pressure, and
possibly slow aging, as well as aid muscle recovery. That right
there is reason enough to go with the Shiraz over the Sauvignon
Blanc.

Beer

Stout has slightly more calories and carbs than beer, but it also
has flavanoids. Those plant antioxidants have been shown to
protect heart health in various ways, from reducing the risk of
blood clots to protecting blood vessels, and they’re beneficial to
muslce mass because they help with recovery.
AVOID: Alcohol-free beers. Because there’s no alcohol to provide volume,
you’re basically consuming concentrated grains and water, which means
they have 5 times the carbs of regular beer.

WINNER >> Stout!

Screwdriver
calories:
protein:
carbs
fat:
fiber:

VS

Vodka
Soda
calories:
protein:
carbs
fat:
fiber:

198
1g
16g
0g
0g

96
0g
0g
0g
0g

Vodka has no fat or carbs, but you have to watch what you get
with the vodka. Orange juice may be high in Vitamin C, but it’s
also high in sugar. And the winner is Vodka Soda! Duhhhh that’s
why it’s called a “Skinny Bitch”!

WINNER >> Vodka Soda

Better Bet - Red Wine!

Gin & Tonic
calories:
protein:
carbs
fat:
fiber:

198
0g
13g
0g
0g

VS

Mojito
calories:
protein:
carbs
fat:
fiber:

70
0g
3g
0g
0g

Tonic is sweetened with sugar but soda, on the other hand, has
no hidden ingredients and can actually help hydrate you as you
drink. Go ahead and take Ravi B.’s advice!

WINNER >> Mojito
SIP TIP: Avoid Rum and Coke, Sprite, juice etc. All those added sugars
will pack on the pounds!

Rum
Punch
calories:
protein:
carbs
fat:
fiber:

VS

202
0g
29g
0g
0g

Rum &
Coke
calories:
protein:
carbs
fat:
fiber:

249
0g
34g
0g
0g

Well, Fruit Punch has a lot of sugar, but Coke, on the other hand,
has more than 3 grams of carbs per ounce. They both have the
rum in common, but fruit juice wins over Coke anyday, so the
knockout punch comes from Rum Punch.
AVOID: Regular soda. Almost all of them are chock-full of high-fructose
corn syrup (HFCS), which studies show is actually worse for you than
sugar, for numerous reasons. It produces higher fasting blood-sugar
levels, stimulates the growth of fat cells and can mess with your
feelings of satiety, disastrously affecting appetite. Plus, people who
regularly eat diets high in HFCS are more likely to be obese. Convinced? If
so, always, always, always go for the diet soda alternatives.

WINNER >> Rum Punch
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RUNNER’S REVIEW

Robert de Gannes & Franz Gillezeau C.S.C.S

Review
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San Fernando
Hill Part 1

San Fernando Hill is the
highest point on the Naparima
Plain and sits at the center
of the city of San Fernando.
The run up and down the Hill
offers spectacular views of the
Gulf, the city, and its outlying
communities. At only 1.6 km
long (following the road from
the car-park at the base all

the way up, around, and back
down) you may need to do
two or three trips up and down
to get a really good workout.
You may notice we said “San
Fernando Hill (Part 1)”. There’s
a more rugged side to this
landmark, and we’ll deal with
that in a future issue.

Distance:

Running the perimeter of the
UWI Campus offers a scenic,
interesting jog for student
or runner alike. Following
the main roads that run the
perimeter offer an easy 2.4

km jog. Double it and you’ve
got your 5k time. We always
suggest running with a partner,
it’s safer and helps you push
yourself.

Distance:

Turning off the Western Main
Road and into Westmoorings
by the Sea, most people will
be familiar with the park.
This loop measures about
1.5 km (just shy of one mile)

meaning that you can get in a
fairly good run and end right
back where you started. The
area is residential and usually
full of joggers and people
out for afternoon or morning
strolls. This is a great option
for anyone just interested in
getting a little bit of a workout
without too much adventure.

Level:
Time:
Best times:

~ 1.6 km
INtermediate - Expert
<1Hr
5-8am and 4:30-6:30pm

U.W.I. Part 1

Westmoorings
by the Sea

Level:
Time:
Best Times:

Distance:
Level:
Time:
Best times:

~ 2.4 km
AmatEUR - Intermediate
<1 Hr
6-8am and 4-6pm

~ 1.5 km
Amateur
8 - 15 mins per lap
6-8am, 4-8pm
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ydroFit,
started
by
Mr. Peter Samuel, is
touted as a cool way to
exercise.
All exercises are done in the
pool so it is very low impact.
Low impact exercise is a great
way for older people wanting
to be active but simply cannot
take the strain of a regular
workout.
Interviewing Mr. Samuel we
found out that Aquatic Fitness
Training is also great for post
surgery recovery, including
people with arthritis.

Ordinary

A typical workout will last for
about an hour with a 10 min
warmup, 40 minute workout
that varies between cardio,
strength, and core training,
and 3-4 minutes of stretching
at the end.

You don’t even need to be
able to swim! The water
is about chest height and
there is equipment to assist
you in the event that you do
not feel 100% comfortable
in the water. Mr. Samuel
prides himself on making the
experience entertaining with
themed entertainment during
the year.
Over time, the sporting
world has seen the benefits
of training in the water.
According to Mr. Samuel, a lot
of professional athletes do
hydro training, including many
football players, the Australian
rugby team and the Toronto
Blue Jays baseball team. This
training allows the athletes to
train hard, while reducing their
risk of injury. Helping to break
the stereotype that Hydro
Training is for older folks.

utofthe
Robert de Gannes
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Name:

HydroFit

Established:

1997

Type:

Aquatic Fitness Cross Training

Location:

Diamond Vale Community Centre /
Flying Fish Swimming Club In
Federation Park

Contact:

(868) 734-0405

Facebook:

Hydrofitwi

Age:

12 - 92+

Gear:

Shoes

Days/Times:

Bathing Suit/Whatever You’re
Comfortable With (Lycra/Nylon) No
Cotton.

Schedule:

Diamondvale
Monday to Friday 8am-9am
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday 6:30pm-7:30pm
Flying Fish
Monday, Wednesday, Friday 8-9am and 9-10am
Tuesday and Thursday 8:30am to 9:30am and
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday 7pm-8pm
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Review

T

he sister dojo to the original one just
off of Ariapita Avenue, Torakan South
is just as complete a martial arts and
fitness center. The instructors are both
regulars on the CUFF fighting circuit. The
Dojo offers a myriad of classes. BullyProof,
their signature kids self defence class, is
a great way to keep children active and
learn discipline. Followed by a Ladies
Only Bootcamp with exercises specifically
tailored to women.
After that, the bag class is a sure-fire
way to get you to work up a sweat with
a mixture of different striking drills.
Jiu Jitsu, one of the most popular base
techniques for MMA fighters and a great
self defense martial art, takes the next
spot, where practitioners are able to learn
the fundamentals and progress through
the ranks in Jiu-Jitsu.
Finally, after the Jiu-Jitsu class, there is
the Mixed Martial Arts class where you
can train for sport, for fun, or even to
compete in the Torakan-organised CUFF
events which come around every few
months. A testament to their success is
one of their current students who started
training at 375lbs, and in the six months
since is down to 317lbs.

Robert de Gannes

Ordinary

utofthe

Along with their other classes, Torakan
students often compete in adventure
races such as Hardcore.
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Name:

Torakan South

Established:

2012

Type:

Martial Arts & Self Defense for All Ages, Fitness
and Exercise classes, Ladies Bootcamp

Location:

71 Leotaud St., San Fernando

Contact:

Phone - (868) 620-7163

Age:

5 - 65

Gear:

T-shirt and Shorts

Schedule:

Saturday am Classes & Monday - Friday 4-9pm
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The bitterest tears shed over
graves are for words left unsaid
and deeds left undone.
~ Harriet Beecher Stowe

No man could predict another
man’s death or anything that
lies in his future really.

J

ust a few of the names of
the class of 2007, each
with bright futures yet
unfulfilled, but at least they
remain on-going.
Spare a thought though,
for Akeem Adams. As an
outstanding member of that
team, even at that early stage
in his career, it was foretold
that he, like his teammates,
was destined for a long
and successful senior and
professional career. In 2008
he
seemed
fast-tracked
towards that realization when
T&T’s Colombian-born head
coach Francisco Maturana
handed a 16-year-old Adams
his full senior debut versus
El Salvador in Kingston. The
then Presentation College
San Fernando student was

traveling along
trajectory.

a

star’s

A physically strong and
technically sound footballer,
Adams was born in Point
Fortin in 1991, and was no
doubt influenced by the
rich football history of the
southern borough, one which

Within Trinidad and Tobago’s
Boys Under-17 football team
of 2007 resided several
future stars of the domestic
game. One of them, Kevin
Molino, the goalscorer in a
1-nil win against Jamaica
which took us to the first of
successive FIFA Youth World
Cups. The midfielder has gone
on to captain the national

senior team. Captain of that
2007 group Leston Paul was
earmarked as a future wearer
of the senior team armband.
Fullbacks Sheldon Bateau and
Aubrey David are both now
regulars in the Stephen Hartcoached Soca Warriors team.

nucleus of a generation of
young footballers dubbed “the
future.” That core rose through
the National U-13, U-15, U-17
and U-20 ranks together. In
that period 2 World Cups had
been experienced (2007/U-17
& 2010/U-20) with Adams a
mainstay of both squads. The
U-23 team and Senior National

No man could predict another
man’s death or anything
that lies in his future really.
But
consider
Akeem’s
circumstances:
Twenty-two
years old, a professional
athlete, and seven weeks into
his first contract overseas!
Anyone would agree that the
tragic events leading to his
death were nowhere in the
picture.

was foretold that he, like his teammates,
was destined for a long and successful
senior and professional career
had nurtured such players as
Kenwyne Jones, Philbert Jones,
Leroy De Leon and countless
others before him. During his
pre-teen and teenaged years
as a student of Presentation
College, Adams, along with
Molino, Paul, Daneil Cyrus
and company would form the

A Warrior

teams were only natural
progressions and he would
represent the Red White and
Black there with the same
distinction and consummate
professionalism
that
had
come to define him among his
contemporaries.

September 25th is the date
now etched in history as the
day when the promising young
defender’s career was snuffed
out, without mercy. Without
warning, he was crippled
by a massive heart attack
in his Budapest apartment
where he lived while playing
with Hungarian club side,
Ferencvaros. As many as

Akeem Adams
1991 - 2013
Falls

Gyasi Merrique –Multimedia Sport Journalist
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Akeem (Bottom Right) with the Presentation College Lions

four life-saving operations
followed for the left-footed
player, the last of which
ironic in itself: Brought about
by improper circulation he
would require an operation on
October 8th to amputate his
left leg, his tool of the trade,
removing with it any dim hope
of the Point Fortin-born Adams
ever taking the field again.
Still, he battled and fought and
held on to dear life, endearing
not one but two nations now
through his will to live. Perhaps
he knew that he would not
make it with the rest of us into
2014. Perhaps he knew that
he was into added-on time.
Yet, through his unwavering
will to see another day, we
got word in T&T that a much
stronger Akeem celebrated
the Christmas holidays in good
spirits and that he was well on
his way toward ditching the
mechanical heart that he now
relied on for each breath, and
closer to finally undergoing
the heart transplant that would
return his life back to some
resemblance of normalcy.

experience one last fit of
strength just prior to death.
Now, I am sure many would
consider subscribing to that
belief. Less than 48 hours
after a young warrior was
able to phone home and text
and converse with friends, he
would be struck down once
and for all. A massive stroke
on the night of December 28th
put the young warrior into a
coma from which he would
never awake, signifying the
end of his participation on this
earthly playing field. At just
22 years old Akeem Adams
passed away on the afternoon
of December 30th. His death
a heartbreaking way to end
the year, but his examples of
dedication in professional life
and perseverance in adversity
serve as lessons as we move
into a new year.

Godspeed Akeem,
Rest in Peace Warrior!

It is believed in some quarters,
perhaps superstitious ones,
that a person in such a critical
position as Akeem’s could
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The Never See-Come See

As we come closer to Carnival and the gyms are packed with people hoping
to achieve miracles before J’ouvert morning, many of whom have never
been to a gym before and have no idea how to act or what to do. As a result,
some strange behaviour is emerging.
Here’s how to ensure you aren’t a Carnival gym troll:

1.

Refrain from jumping on that treadmill if you intend to walk 2mph
while talking loudly and laughing on your cell phone, blithely ignoring
the people lined up waiting for the machine.

2.
3.

Honestly, wearing weight-lifting gloves in a Zumba class? Umm….
Why? The only thing we lifting is we bumsee…..

Since we on the topic of Zumba, we understand that it’s more exciting
with hotter routines during Soca season, but please if you are a
newbie, no matter how hot you look in your tiny workout clothes, do not
jump in front of the class and stand up looking at yourself wine like there is
no tomorrow, while the routine is going on without you.

4.

Organized workout classes already have a lot of “politics” where
people guard their spin or Zumba or aerobics spot like their first born
child. Please do not walk in (late) and jump right in front of someone’s
space without a word, forcing them to either give up and leave, or to be very
uncomfortable during the class. Yuh reach late, go in the back.
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5.

We think gyms need to come with cell phone
usage contracts bound in blood. You DO NOT
have a long conversation in between sets. Especially
with fifty people waiting to use the machine. This
contract should also apply to time spent artfully
arranging yourself into a selfie pose while poor
sufferers wait to use the equipment.
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6.

The clothes. Ah. The clothes. Batty riders
and tiny crop tops are for the beach or for a
cooler fete. Do you really want to expose so much
of your body to all those lovely germs left on gym
equipment?

7.

Finally, if you need help: ask. Don’t just stand
around looking lost and hoping that by a miracle
an instructor will walk by at that same moment and
assist you, meanwhile about 10 people are lined up
waiting for the machine.
So to sum up: if you follow the unwritten rules, wear
appropriate clothing, and waste less time in the
gym, then you, and everyone else, can have a more
effective and enjoyable workout.

Illustrations by: Richard Rawlins

The Caribbean’s 1st
Fitness & Wellness
Magazine
www.hybridcaribbean.com
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/HybridCaribbean
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You really like us! :)

/HybridCaribbean
@HybridCaribbean
/HybridCaribbean
@HybridCaribbean
/HybridCaribbean

Next Issue:
Dealing with Picky Eaters.
Understanding your BMR and BMI
Training in the right Cardio Zone
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